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Abstract

In recent years, Internet users spend an amount of time on
videos. However, too many videos are quite difficult for hu-
man beings to categorize and caption. Additionally, humans
need to quickly recognize what kinds of videos and decide if
they are going to watch them, which then require advanced
techniques to do video classification and captioning. In this
paper, we have explored methods and architectures to un-
derstand videos. The automatically categorization and cap-
tion are helpful for users to have better experiences when
they are watching videos. The purpose of this paper is to
understand how to categorize and caption the video auto-
matically. We also propose the models to do both classifica-
tion and caption in one architecture.

1. Introduction
Watching videos is popular among Internet users and

their needs have generated a tremendous amount of data.
Thus, advanced deep video understanding application is en-
couraged by the availability of a large number of annotated
videos. In [2], Zuxuan Wu et al. review two significant re-
search areas on the comprehension of videos: video clas-
sification and video captioning. Video classification, as in-
troduced in this article, focuses on automatically labeling
videos based on video contents and frames, while video
captioning is to generate short descriptions for videos and
capture dynamic information such as human actions and
car trajectories. Specifically, a big challenge in video clas-
sification and captioning is to fuse different video frames
over time. In video classification, researchers come up
with methods in three dimensions: temporal feature pool-
ing (TFP) [3] and 3D convolution network (C3D) [6], while
sequence to sequence model are applied in video captioning
[7].

Although several approaches are available, few re-
searchers attempt to study the number of frames in video
classification and build up an architecture to do multi-task.
The purpose of this paper is to build up an architecture to do
multiple tasks: video classification and captioning. We also

give intuitions about the effects of the number of frames on
classification accuracy. In this project, we implement frame
majority vote, temporal feature pooling (TFP) [3], 3D Con-
volution (C3D) [6], and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
[9] to classify videos. We further conduct sequence to se-
quence model in video captioning. The experiments are
run on the Microsoft multimedia challenge dataset. This
dataset provides short-clip (around 10-15 seconds) videos
rather than long videos. The output in video classification
is the predicted video categories, and the output in video
captioning is the predicted word index in the trained vo-
cabulary and then video descriptions. Finally, we compare
different methods and factors and analyze the effects of the
corresponding factors on model performance.

2. Related Work
Unlike image classification, video classification has se-

quential frames input. The basic idea is to classify every
frames per video and then output the video category based
on the results of majority vote [1]. In this case, video clas-
sification is treated as image classification, which, however,
cannot keep the sequential information of videos. There-
fore, in our project, frames majority vote method is the
baseline method. In terms of fusing sequential frames, Yue-
Hei Ng et al. clearly describe two approaches: 3D temporal
max pooling and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [3]. It
turns out LSTM [3] can maintain the dynamic contents of
videos to make more accurate predictions. The authors also
couple the optical flow into LSTM model to obtain higher
classification accuracy. Feichtenhofer et al. come up with
3D Convolution + 3D Max Pooling method to fuse frames,
which is able to combine spatial and temporal information
simultaneously [4]. Another deep learning approach, which
is called two stream CNN, proposed by Simonyan et al.
[13], has two streams of CNN. One contains spatial infor-
mation using single frame and the other one contains tem-
poral information using optical flow . However, we found
optical flow are useful in classifying different actions and
our video are short clips, most of which does not contain
specific and continuous actions. Therefore, those model us-
ing optical flow does not applicable to our project.
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3D Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) also operates
on stacked video frames. It extends the original 2D convo-
lutional kernel and 2D pool kernel into 3D kernel to capture
both spatial and temporal space. C3D model proposed by
Du Tran et al. [6], which achieves state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on video classification problem. However, training a
3D CNN is time consuming and the spatial-temporal struc-
ture in videos may be too complex to capture and it gives
only a moderate improvement compared to single frame
method [5].

In video captioning, applying RNN to translate visual
sequence to natural language is largely motivated by the
work in Neural Machine Translation [14]. The idea is to
treat visual inputs from CNN such as VGG [12] as source
texts and captions as target language output. Venugopalan
et al. [7] average the sequential outputs from pretrained
CNN for every frames per video, which is called mean pool-
ing layer. And then, he inputs the average results into two
stacked LSTM to generate the descriptions. Sequence to
sequence model, which is introduced from machine trans-
lation [14, 15], is also applied by Venugopalan et al. [8]
on Microsoft Video Description corpus (MSVD), the MPII
Movie Description Corpus (MPII-MD) [11], and the Mon-
treal Video Annotation Dataset (M-VAD). The results, as
shown in this article, outperform the visual labels and mean
pooling method. Some other methods have been proposed
to solve video captioning problem such as hierarchical RNN
[17, 18]. However, this method cannot easily share architec-
ture with video classification task. Therefore, in our project,
we accept sequence to sequence model to do video caption-
ing.

3. Approach

3.1. Video Classification

Frames Majority Vote

Video classification can be simply treated as image classi-
fication. Every frame per video can be labeled as the same
video category. And then we train CNN model using frames
datasets. In test mode, every frame per video is predicted
as a video category so that the video type can be obtained
from the majority vote of frame predictions (see equation 1.
Specifically, assume we have 15 frames for a certain video.
10 frames are classified as news, and 5 are action movies.
By majority vote, the video is classified as news. Our frame
majority vote model architecture is shown in Table 2.

C =Mf
i=1ci (1)

whereC is the category of the video,M represents majority
vote, f is the frame number, ci is the video category of the
frame i.

Temporal Feature Pooling (TFP)

Temporal Features Pooling was introduced from bag-of-
words representation application [3], which is a layer to
concatenate outputs from Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) with video frames input.

Yue-Hei Ng et al. propose five temporal feature pool-
ing architecture: Convolution Pooling, Late Pooling, Slow
Pooling, Local Pooling and Time-Domain Pooling [3].
Convolution Pooling (Figure 1) with max pooling performs
best after running experiments in UCF-101 and Sports-1M
datasets.

Figure 1: Temporal Pooling Layer [3] ( Red: CNN; Blue:
Temporal max pooling; Yellow: Fully-connected; Orange:
Softmax)

In details, CNN architecture gives outputs for every
frame of a video. Assume we have x ∈ RH×W×T×D,
which is attained by concatenating outputs from pretrained
CNN model. Then, we apply max-pooling to x within a 3D
pooling cube H ′ ×W ′ × T ′, which is an extension of 2D
pooling to the temporal dimension. Note that no pooling is
used across the channel dimension [4] . In this project, we
use VGG16 as our pretrained CNN architecture and apply
3× 2 ×2 temporal max pooling with stride 3, 2, and 2, re-
spectively. The corresponding dimensions of data are Time
(T), Height (H), and Width (W). The entire architecture can
be seen in Table 3.

3D Convolution (C3D)

A simple and effective approach proposed by Du Tran et
al. [6] is to use deep 3-dimensional convolution neural net-
work trained on a large scale video dataset. C3D operates
on stacked video frames and extends the original 2D convo-
lution kernel and 2D pooling kernel into 3D kernel to cap-
ture both spatial and temporal information. C3D achieves
state-of-the-art on video classification problems. However,
training a 3D CNN is very time consuming and the spatial-
temporal structure in videos may be too complex to capture.

According to Du Tran et al., the structure with 3× 3× 3
convolution kernels in all layers gives the best performance.
We use the suggested 3 × 3 × 3 convolution kernel size.
However, different from original structure, we add batch
normalization layers into C3D and expect to get more
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stable result.

Figure 2: C3D model (convolution on temporal and spatial
data)

Figure 3: C3D model architecture (only pool1 is 1× 2× 2,
all other pool kernels are 2× 2× 2. All Conv are 3× 3× 3)

LSTM

Another popular approach for video classification is to use
LSTM. Similar to temporal feature pooling, LSTM net-
works operate on frame-level CNN activations as well as
integrate information over time [3]. LSTM also outputs a
hidden vector for each input activation frame. As shown
in Figure 4, each cell (c) in LSTM layers accepts stacked
ht−1 and xt as inputs. The inputs enter four gates after dot
producting with weights (W). Each gate has different func-
tions1.

Mathematically, LSTM cell can be expressed as the fol-
lowing equations [9]:

i
f
o
g

 =


σ
σ
σ

tanh

W

(
ht−1
xt

)

ct = f � ct−1 + i� g

ht = o� tanh(ct)

where σ represents sigmoid function, and � is element-
wise multiplication. Compared to the vanilla recurrent neu-
ral network, LSTM has uninterrupted gradient flow, which
is easier to back-propagate. LSTM is also more stable with-
out gradient exploding or vanishing 2. Referring to [3], we
build up our LSTM architecture for video classification, as

1CS231n Lecture 10 Recurrent Neural Network
2CS231n Lecture 10 Recurrent Neural Network

shown in Figure 4 and Table 4. The first LSTM layer ac-
cept the inputs from the pretrained CNN model, and then
the second LSTM receives sequential outputs from the pre-
vious LSTM layer. In the end, we apply the output into
fully-connected layer and calculate the final softmax score.

Figure 4: LSTM cell [9] (c: cell, f: forget gate, i: input gate,
g: ’gate’ gate, h: hidden layer, o: output gate, W: weights)

Figure 5: LSTM architecture sketch [3] ( LSTM layers
(green) takes the output from the final CNN layer (pink)
at each consecutive video frame. CNN outputs are pro-
cessed forward through time and upwards through stacked
LSTMs. A softmax layer (yellow) predicts the class at each
time step.)

3.2. Video Captioning

Sequence to sequence model is introduced from machine
translation, which is used to generate captions for videos
here. We stack two LSTM layers to learn representation of
a sequence of frames. One is to encode the inputs from the
pretrained CNN model. The other is to decode the outputs
from encoder into a sequence that generates descriptions for
videos. [7].

In the first several time steps, the top layer LSTM
(marked blue in figure 6) receives frame input from VGG16
and encode them into LSTM cell state and output. At the
same time, the bottom layer LSTM (marked in orange)
takes in a vector (which is concatenated from word padding
and LSTM outputs). There is no loss during the encod-
ing stage. At the decoding stage, top LSTM cell receive
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padding frames while bottom LSTM start to generate pre-
dicted words. Softmax with cross entropy is used as our
loss function.

Figure 6: Sequence to sequence model, with VGG16 frame
feature vector as input and predicted word as output

3.3. Multi-task Architecture

In the video captioning task, our sequence to sequence
model is structured to be capable to handle different deep
learning tasks1. As shown in figure 7, the encoder part of
the model can be used for video classification. This model
can be trained for video captioning if both encoder and de-
coder are used. When the input has only 1 frame, this model
can be treated as image captioning model. Since all the
models are sharing the same code base, they can also share
weights. This will be mentioned in training process section,
we trained video captioning model first using COCO image
captioning data and used COCO image captioning weights
as our initialization for video captioning model.

Figure 7: Muti-task model architecture

1The codebase has referred to the General NLP Model Class in this
github repo: https://github.com/jiajuns/cs224n-project

4. Experiment
4.1. Datasets

The video dataset is from Microsoft Multimedia Chal-
lenge 3, which is a Large Video Description Dataset for
Bridging Video and Language. This dataset has 10,000
video clips from 20 different categories with a total dura-
tion of 41.2 hours. Annotated description has in total of
200,000 sentences. Labels for this dataset, including clip
category and annotated description, are produced by Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers. Each clip has 20
natural sentences by 1327 AMT workers.

However, not all videos are available at this time. Only
available videos are downloaded and processed in our
project. Additionally, as you can see the distribution of
video categories (Figure 8), we have extremely unbalanced
data. To address this, the video categories with low counts
are removed first in order to obtain more balanced data. Af-
ter that, we re-mapped previous categories indice to the new
indice for model training. In the end, 6100 videos are in pro-
cessed data, of which 4270 are to train and validate and the
rest are to test. The final categories we kept: music, gam-
ming, sports/actions, news/events/politics, movies/comedy,
vehicles/autos, howto, animals/pets, kids/family, and
food/drink. The example of data is shown in 1. We also
resized every frame per video to 224 × 224 × 3 in order to
fit into pretrained VGG16 model.

In terms of word embedding vectors, we applied pre-
trained GloVe Wikipedia 2014 + Gigaword 5 4 [16] and fil-
ter the words outside our video descriptions.

Figure 8: Distribution of Video Categories (X-axis: video
categories indice. Video categories distribute unevenly, thus
data should be processed first)

4.2. Video Classification Training Process

Before training video classification model (including
temporal pooling and LSTM model), we sample 10 or 15

3http://ms-multimedia-challenge.com/2017/dataset
4https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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Table 1: Video Data Example

Items Contents
category 9

url https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=9lZi22qLlEo

video id video0
start time 137.72
end time 149/44

id 0
caption a man drives a

vehicle through the countryside
sen id 109462

frames out of the video clips. Then a VGG16 ConvNet runs
through each frame and we take the last ConvNet output as
a vector representation of a frame. Those vector represen-
tation is treated as the classification model input and use
video category as our predicted labels. When we are train-
ing each model, the structure of Temporal pooling is listed
in Table 3 and the structure of LSTM is listed in Table 4. For
C3D model, the structure was mentioned in Figure 3. We
found it was quite hard to train a good C3D model, which
required enough data for training and take much time. Un-
fortunately, we don’t have enough data and time to train a
good C3D model. In order to make C3D training work, we
shrink the images to smaller size that our GPU can cope
with. When we visualize images, shrinking makes images
blur so that our C3D model has low accuracy.

Table 2: Frame majority vote model architecture

Layer Output
VGG16 without 1× 4096

last 1000 unit layer
Fully-connected layer 1× number of classes

Softmax Scores

Table 3: CNN-based temporal max pooling classification
architecture

Layer Output
VGG16 without frame number× 7× 7× 512

3 fully-connected
Temporal max pooling 3× 3× 3× 512
(padding = ’VALID’)
Fully-connected layer 1× 4096
Fully-connected layer 1× number of classes

Softmax Scores

Table 4: LSTM classification hyperparameters (Those num-
ber should be modified)

Layer Output
VGG16 without frame number× 7× 7× 512

fully-connected layers
LSTM 128
LSTM 128

Fully-connected layer 1× number of classes
Softmax Scores

4.3. Video Captioning Training Process

First, we didn’t check the correctness of caption from
the dataset which result in terrible trained model. Then,
we found out there are many misspelled words in the la-
beled captions and even some unrecognized Spanish words.
Therefore, we decided to clean the data and correct words.
After that, we reduced 25000 words to 16000 words.

Since there are some words that are not in the GloVe 6B
embedding, we tried to train word embedding matrix from
the ground up. However, the training results are not satis-
factory, we decided to convert these words to < unk > in
GloVe 6B embedding and stop training embedding matrix.

During our experiments, we found it is extremely hard
to train video caption model end-to-end since our video-
caption dataset is not large enough. Therefore, we decided
to train sequence to sequence model in two stages. At the
first stage, we used Microsoft COCO data and GloVe 6B
embedding to train the captioning model. Since our archi-
tecture is capable of handling both video and image caption-
ing task, weights of both model can be shared between each
other. When finish training our model on COCO dataset,
we take the variable weights as the initialization of video
captioning model.

4.4. Evaluation Metrics & Results

4.4.1 Classification Accuracy

The basic metric for classification problems is to measure
the accuracy, which is to calculate the percent of correct
predictions. In this project, we adopt this accuracy as the
basic evaluation metric. We cited part of codes to plot ac-
curacy and loss curves 5.

4.4.2 Precision-Recall

Precision-recall is a common method in classification prob-
lems. Precision measures result relevancy, while recall mea-
sures how many relevant results are returned 6. F1-score is

5http://machinelearningmastery.com/display-deep-learning-model-
training-history-in-keras/

6http://scikit-learn.org/stable/auto examples/model selection/plot precision recall.html
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weighted harmonic mean of the precision and recall, and it
also measures the degree of balance between false positives
and false negatives. For a certain class, we have the follow-
ing table (see Table 5) and equations. then

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(3)

F1 = 2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

(4)

where TP is true positive, FP is false positive and FN is
false negative.

Table 5: Confusion Matrix

Positive Negative
Predicted Positive True Positive False Positive
Predicted Negative False Negative True Negative

4.4.3 BLUE

BLUE is a algorithm for evaluating quality of a text gener-
ated by machine. Scores are calculated for each generated
segments by comparing with reference text [19]. BLUE
score for a candidate sentence is expressed as:

p =
m

wt
(5)

Where m is the number of words in the candidate sen-
tence that are also found in reference; and wt is the total
number of words in the candidate sentence.

In practice, rather than counting the occurrence of each
individual word, n-grams counts could be more useful.
When calculating n-grams BLUE score, just need to count
the occurrence of n-grams.

4.4.4 Video Classification

We applied several different approaches in video classifica-
tion. The results are shown in Table 6 and Figure 9, 10 and
11.

4.4.5 Image Captioning

We showed our COCO image caption results below and
compared it with the result from the state-of-art model [10].

4.4.6 Video Captioning

We showed our video captioning results below and calculate
the BLEU scores which are listed in Table 8

Table 6: Video classification results (%)

Methods Items 10 frames 15 frames
VGG16 + TFP Accuracy 52.6 57.0

F1-score 51.0 57.0
VGG16 + LSTM Accuracy 59.6 61.5

F1-score 60.0 61.0
VGG16 frames Accuracy 57.8
(majority vote)

F1-score 57.0
C3D Accuracy 38.8 -

Figure 9: Classification report in TFP with 15 frames

Figure 10: Classification report in LSTM with 15 frames

Figure 11: Classification report in frame majority vote

4.5. Discussion

4.5.1 Video Classification

10 and 15 frames are extracted as the input for TFP and
LSTM model. From the video classification result (Table 6
and Figure 9, 10 and 11), LSTM performs better than TFP
because it can maintain temporal contents of video in its
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Figure 12: Predicted caption: (left)a group of people sit-
ing around a table; (mid)a couple of people on on a snow;
(right)a plate table with down holding of food on it

Table 7: Image caption results (MS COCO c5, %)

Score function Our Results State-of-art[10]
BLEU-1 62.8 75
BLEU-2 42.6 58
BLEU-3 29.4 43
BLEU-4 15.7 32

Figure 13: Predicted caption: a person is folding paper

Figure 14: Predicted caption: two men are wrestling

Figure 15: Predicted caption: a man playing a basketball

Table 8: Video Caption Results (%)

Items BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4
score 65.2 57.6 48.2 39.4

cell states. TFP is able to achieve bigger improvement in
test accuracy (4.4%) than LSTM (1%) when the number of
frames increase, which is because TFP directly relates to
the frame number. TFP is more sensitive to the number of
frames than LSTM. Our baseline approach is using majority
vote of 15 frame. This basic method achieves quite good
results, which beats 10 frames temporal pooling and C3D.
It is important to note that the low accuracy of C3D model
is due to our training process. Other models use pretrained
VGG16 weights as initialization. However, C3D model is
trained from scratch. Additionally, C3D training requires
more video data than we could provide.

From figure 9, 10 and figure 11, we observed that MU-

SIC category has the lowest F1 score in all models we tried.
The audio information may be helpful for MUSIC category.

4.5.2 Video Captioning

The video descriptions are not clean. As we said before,
many misspelled words exist so as to force us to examine the
data and figure out how to clean it. We also observed that
some videos need audio information for prediction. How-
ever, we can only use image frames in this project.

Since our model is able to handle multi-task, we first
train our model on COCO image datasets, then use the
trained weights as the initialization of video caption model.
In COCO c5 datasets, there are only 1004 words, while
there are 15000 words in our video datasets. In order to
share the weights, we make two models sharing the same
word-embedding. we think this may be one of the reasons
that affect our model performance in image captioning.

When examining the predictions, we found out that some
words appears frequently, such as ”a”, ”a man is”, ”a
woman is”, ... and so on (see fig 16, fig 17, fig 18). We
checked the captions of our dataset and found these words
appear more frequently than others, which means the model
tends to learn these words first and has biases on frequent
pattern or words. It is also noted that when the video frames
is hard to interpret (even for human), our model will output
many ”a”s as final predictions. To resolve this problem, we
think we need to enlarge our datasets or include audio in-
formation. Although COCO dataset have thousands of im-
ages, it only consists of 1004 words in captions, which is
not enough for our model to generalize well.

Besides, our model prefers to predict short sentence
rather than longer sentence. One reason is that the longer
sentence requires more learning and more data. Since our
data is not enough, our model is likely to be conservative
and mostly results in short sentences. Another reason is
possibly that our model does not have an attention mecha-
nism. For a longer sentence, the gradient is hard to propa-
gate to the very beginning.

Figure 16: Predicted caption: a person is a a

Figure 17: Predicted caption: a car is driving a a a road
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Figure 18: Predicted caption: a man is a a a a

5. Conclusion
5.1. Video Classification

To conclude, in video classification, having more frames
is equivalent to having more data input so that they pro-
duce better models and higher accuracy. TFP is more sensi-
tive to the number of frames than LSTM, which is because
TFP is directly related to the number of frames. Different
number of frames determine the range of dimensions that
TFP has to pool. Compared to TFP, LSTM model slightly
improves performance mainly because of more data input.
However, we can not simply conclude that more datasets al-
ways lead to better performance. We have to consider many
factors about the frame number that might affect the per-
formance (i.e. the time range of frames). Frame majority
vote treats video classification as image (frame) classifica-
tion. Since the pretrained VGG16 exists, quite a number of
frames input could make sure the method achieves satisfac-
tory results, which even beats temporal feature pooling in
10 frames.

5.2. Video Captioning

This experiment demonstrated that our multi-task archi-
tecture has significant advantages when training complex
video captioning models. This architecture allows us to
train image captioning dataset at the first stage, and then
train a video caption model using video captioning datasets
with pretrained weights, which gives much better results
than a end-to-end training on video captioning dataset as
well as saves training time.

5.3. Future Work

To improve our model, we consider to add an attention
layer to help our model find focused regions. Besides, we
could do better in dataset cleaning since the dataset is not
easily handled. Some videos are originally even hard for us
to interpret. Some videos of our dataset need to provide au-
dio information to make the model have better performance.
In addition, it’s actually rough method to extract one frame
per second from video. It probably missed some important
information. To have better performance, extracting more
frames from video is likely to be helpful.
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